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Extensive Repairs and Painting
Has Been Done In Most Schools

Hoffa Appears But Reserves
Rights To Answer Questions

WASHINGTON aft — James
B. Hoffa, heir apparent to the
presidency of the vast Teamsters
Union told the Senate Rackets
Committee today he would re.
'fuse to answer questions which
she considers outside its authority.
The stocky crown prince of
Teamsters, accused of teaming
with New York hoodlums and
racketeers on his way toward,
the top, began his testimony
with a brief statement that he
Would answer some questions to
the best of ids recollection,
But he reserved the right
"within raison" to amend or

County schools will open on
Monday. August 26, according
to Buron Jeffrey, Superintendent
of County Schools.
The patrons and friends of
the schools have been invited
to attend this first day, Principals are now informing parents
and bus drivers at to the times
and route buses will travel on
Slonday.
Each school has planned appropriate opening exercises which
will be followed by registration
of students. No lunettes
served
Monday, however on
Tuesday lunch rooms will be
open.
Grade school children will have

revise his answers in the record.
He added:
"1 further reserve the right
to refuse to answer any questions
which relate to matters outside
the scope of the committee's
authority or which do not relate
to its proper legislative purpose
or which are not pertinent to
the inquIry.”The committee called Hoffa
particularly ,for questioning on
previous testimony that he got
seven bogus locals chartered in
order to rig an election that
would give him control 'of all
Teamsters in New York City.
To do that, it has been charged,
he enlisted the help of racketeer
Johnny Dio.
Committee Chairman John L.
McClellan (D-Ark.), issuing whet
he called a "tentative ruling"
on Hoffa's preliminary statement
remarked that Hoffa's best recollection was the best that the
.committee can expect "unless
we can refresh your memory."
As to Hoffa's warning that
he might challenge the committee's jurisdiction. McClellan
told Hotta he would have to
use "your own judgment and
the advice_ of your counsel on
that" if the committee should
(Continued On Page Six)

'New Concord
To Open On
Monday
School will open at New Costcord High School on Monday
morning, August 26 at 9:00 a.m.
Bro. Louis Joiner will be in
charge of the devotion. The remainder of the morning will be
spent in registration and classification.
Some text books have been
changed, and students are asked
not to buy used booiks until after
Id Monday. New books will be on
sale at the Printed Power Book
Store in Murray rather than
through the school office.
Busses will make the usual
routes, and any changes will be
explained in the assembly
All patrons and friends are
asked to be present on the opening day to see the many improvements that have been made.
2 The school would like to thank
Supt Jeffrey and the Calloway
County Board of Education for
Making these possible.
The P.T.A. will have a call
meeting sometime during the
morning.

Bee Appeals,For
SuPlaart On Aid
BM From GOP
WASHINGTON 1t14 —President
Eisenhower appealed to Republican congressional leaders today
to support his fight for a fullscale $3,367,000.000 foreign aid
program.
But Senate GOP Leader William F. Knowland said only
part of the 800 million dollars
cut out of the aid appropriations
bill by the House last week is
likely to be restored by the
Senate
Knowland reported after a
White House Republican conference that the President strongly
urged efforts to make a "substantial restoration" of the house
cut,
He refused to predict whether
Eisenhower will be satisfied with
the expected Senate compromise
figure, estimated by some aid
supporters at around three billion dollars.
Eisenhower's threat to call a
special session of Congress this
fall to seek an increased aid
appropriation was not mentioned
at the conference, Knowland said.
The Senate . Appropriations
Committee went to work on
the aid money bill in closed
session today.
Sen. Leverett Saltonstall (RMass.), a member of the appropriations committee, said "I hope
that the President's recommendations will permit certainly something more than three billion
dollars, and I will vote for the
full amount" of the $3.367,000,000
preiously authorized by Congress.
Eisenhower has asked for the
full $3.367.000.000 as the minimum needed for the security of
this country and its free world
allies. But the House. in writing
the check for actual funds for
the coming year, cut the figure
by more than 800 million dollars.
Eisenhower sent Secretary of
State John Foster Dulles and
other top officials before the
committee Monday with their
strongest pleas to date for restoration of the House cut.
How much progress they made
was In doubt. Some Republicans
were optimistic, and confiden1
some committee Democrats will
back their move for a figure
not too far from the authorized
ceiling.

Penny Woman
'Passes Away
Mrs. Grover Cunningham. age
71, passed away at her home
East -of Penny Monday at 7:30
p.m. Her death came as a result
of complications following an extended illness.
She is survived by her husband,
'Grover Cunningham: two sisters,
Mrs. 011ie Tidwell. Murray Route
Two and Mrs. Hattie Watson,
Farmington Route Two, one niece,
Mrs. James Gray of Kirksey;
two nephews. Billy Tidwell, Murray Route Two and Ottis Patton
of Murray.
She was a member of the
Union -Grove Church of Christ
where funeral services will be
..held Wednesday at 2:30 p.m. with
alBro. L. H. Pogue and J. L. Hicks
conducting. Burial will be in the
Goshen Cemetery.
Friends may call at the Max
H. Churchill Funeral Home until
the service hour. The Max H.
Churchill Funeral Home is in
charge of the arrangements.
••••••••••I

WEATHER
REPORT
By UNITED PRESS
Southwest Kentucky — Sunny
and pleasant today, high 83 to
88 Clear and cool tonight. low
65 to 70 Partly cloudy and
Abi...armer Wednesday, high 85 to
w90.

$104.50 Fine Is
Levied, Drunk Driver

Some 5:30 a.m. temperatures:
Covington 57. Paducah $S, Bowling 'Green 59. Lexington 56,
, London 57, Louisville 72, and
Hopkinsville 62.
Evansville, Ind., 62.

One drunk and one drunk
driver were picked up last night
by city police.
City Judge Bob McCuistion
levied a' fine of $18.50 on the
drunk and a fine of $104.50 on
the drunk driver.

.11.111.1111,

Warm'Air Ends
Pre-Fall Weather
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Pictured above is the Pleasant Valley School group of .1907. The picture is the property of Mrs.'Ada Smith.
Back row, left to right, Nathan Lassiter, Bessie Houston, Richard Roberts, Ada Houston, Walter Garrison,
Ada Hamlin, Annie Hamlin, Cornell Thomas, Beulah Lassiter.
Second row. Loyd Houston, Floyd McCage, Richard Hamlin, Fannie Lassiter, Lillie Kimbro, Charlie Kimbro,
Beatrice Thomas.
Third row. Bertie Parker, Florine McCage, Ethel Lassiter, Mamie Craig, teacher, Gracie Houston, Floney
Parker, Polly Kimbro.
Front row, Delma McCage, Lola Lassiter and Roy Hamlin.

Balloonist At 19 Miles Is
Told To Come To Earth
Aug depending on the weather. He awake before sunrise, and thrilMINNEAPOLIS, Minn
20171 —An Air Force doctor who will land somewhere in eastern led to see the vast eastern sky
soared to record height& in the South Dakota. atr :it 300 miles with its brilliant morning colors
stratosphere was ordered k to de-, front the launching site deep in Because he was so high, McCurdy said, Simons saw the
scend ahead of schedulet today
sunrise an hour before it opened
to end a 24-hour flight %a the •
to watchers on the earth below.edge of outer space.
Set Record High
Maj David G. Simons, 35, was
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. 71 — A
Simons, who hit a record altiordered to begin returning to balloon. carrying an Air Force
earth at 8:30 a.m. E.D.T., because doctor finally
headed toward tude of more than 100,000 feet,
of adverse weather conditions -earth today after a record -break- or about 19 miles, shortly after
he took off at mid - morning
The descent was expected to ing flight.
Air Force officials said Maj. Monday, probably was prevented
take between two to four hours,
o(mm trying to better that mark
Daid Simons started his descent
at 11:15 a.m. C.D.T. (12:15 p.m. this morning.
Turbulence
from
a
severe
E.D.T.), after more than 26 hours
aloft. Simons reported it had thunderstorm below Simons' bal.
completed the testa and experi(Continuod on Page Four)
ments in his pressurized capsule.
BIONNIMMEIMMINEEMMISMES.
an abandoned iron mine pit near I)
Crosby, Minn.
Simons had spent a busy night,
according to reports from his as
relayed by Col. John W. McCurdy of the
Force.
The Almo High School will
The pilot, took a few catnaps
Monhave it's opening exercises
only, totaling an hour. He was
day. August 26, at 9:00 a.m.
Bro. Layne Shanklin will give
the devotional. William B. Miller
Opening exercises at Kirksey
principal, will present John GroHigh School will be held on
gan, Chairman of the County
Monday. August 26 with Dr.
Board cid Education, who will
FULTON 411 — Fulton Police Mac McRaney, Director of the
introduce the staff for the com- Chief G. J.
McDade, wounded Murray Training School as speaking year. Following the intro- in a gun battle -July 3. has er.
duction of the staff, Miller will submitted his resignation, it was
W. H. Brooks Will conduct
make announcements relating to learned Monday:
the devotional. Students will regthe schedule, getting registration
McDade, critically injured dur- ister on Monday- and will be
started. etc. School will be dis- ing a duel with a beserk man dismissed at noon. Classes will
missed around .12:00 Monday. A and confined to the hospital for also select their sponsor and
full day of school is planned for several weeks, had been 'chief class officials.
Tuesday. Lunettes will be served for the past 10 year.
The school officials said they
in the lunch room.
Assistant Chief Rex Ruddle, wished to thank the school board
There have been new adoptions also wounded in tbe,gun battle.' for the many improvements
for textbooks in Health, General_ is serving as active chief until which had been made at the
Math, Algerbra I, Biology and a permanent appointment is made. school. This includes painting
Geometry. Students who plan to
of the school and lunch room.
take these subjects are urged
black topping of the parking
VISIT AFTER 38 YEARS
not to buy books until they have
area and tiring of a ditch which
been given instructions as to the
Mr. and Mis. Corla Robinson runs through the campus.
A new adoptions.
of Fullerton, Celifornfa are visitAn enrollment of about 375
Patrons of the school are in- ing friends and relatives in Mur- is expected this year with two
vited to attend opening d a y ray and Calloway County. Their new teachers, Goa c h Wilbur
activities. The school busses will last" trip to Calloway Count.
)
, Driwdy .anci Home Economics
make ihc!t- usual routes.
(cachet Mrs. Oren_pull.
was thirty-eight years ago.
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Almo Ready
For School
To Begin

r. McRaney
uest Speaker
At Kirksey.

Fulton Police .
Chief Resigns
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SILAGE CUTTER KILLS
VERSAILLES '171 — Andrew
Reed. about 30, was killed Monday when a silage cutter dragged
his arm into the machine he
was helping operate on a Woodford County farm.
Reed's son and other farm
workers tried unsuccessfully to
extricate him, but the machine
pulled his arm in and crushed
his chest.

Methodists Plan
Pastor's School
Louisville, Ky. --The annual
pastors school for Methodist ministers of the Memphis Conference
will be held August 28-29 at
Lakeshore Methodist camp, Eva,
Tenn..
Instructors for the school will
be Dr. F. Fagan Thompson. a
staff member at Veteran's Hospital in Little Rock. Ark., who
will teach "Counseling for Pastors"; Dr. James R. ROughlon, IsrQfessor of church music and worship at Boston University school
of Theology, teaching "Hymnology
and church Music"; and Dr. Albert E. Barnett, profesatir of New
Testament at _Emory University's
Candler 'Betio@ 'Of Theology in
Atlanta. teaching "The I3ook of
Revelation."
James A. Fisher, pastor of
Broadway Methodist church in
Faducah, Ky., will be dean of the
school.
The, school is _sponsored by the
Memphis ,Conference - Board of
Education, the conference board
of ministerial training and qualifications and the Methodist gen..
eral Board of Education.

Arrangements For
John Sims Complete

By UNITED PRESS
A southerly flow of warm air
today ended a chilly prevue of
autumn in the upper Midwest
and northern New England.
The warming t rend pushed
across the upper Mississippi Valley eastward across the Great
Lakes into New England.
The greatest warming was in
the central plains where overnight readings ranged in the
mid-70s as compared with temperatures in the low 60s the night
before.
Widedpread rainfaTI along the
Atlantic Coast dimintsted during
the night as a weather disturbance moved into the ocean.
Skies remained cloudy, but rainfall was confined to the Virginia
coast north to southern New
York.
The only other rainfall during
the night was from Arizona
through the central Rockies where
scattered showers dumped light'
amounts.
Forecasts said skies will be
fair to partly cloudy over most
of the nation today. Scattered
showers are expected over the
southwest desert, the Rockies, the
northern and centr-.I plains and
sections of New England.
CURING NEWS
Western and central Kentucky:
Sunny. dry and pleasant today,
high 83 to 88. Clear and cool
tonight, low 65 to 70. Partly
Cloudy and warmer Wednesday.
high 85 to 90. Humidity will
range from a low of 35 per
cent this afternoon to a high
tonight of 90 to 100 per cent.
Lowest humidity Wednesday
should be 40 to 45 per cent.
Barn ventilators should be opened today in all sections. according to the Agronomy Section
of the University of Kentucky,
if tobacco has been cut.
If tobacco is ripe, It wilt -bea good day for cutting, although
there is a widespread belief that
tobacco cut when the winds are
easterly will cure green.
LITTLE DOG

HURT

If tyou have a little part Cocker
Spaniel black dog which is missing, it may be at the home of
Mrs. Galen Thurman, Jr., 519
South Sixth street.
The little dog was run over
yesterday and suffered an injured
leg. Any one having such a pet
which is missing. may go by
Mrs. Thurman's home and get
the little dog.
MAMIE

BETTER

•

Funeral arrangements have
WASHINGTON SA —The White
been completed for John W. Sims, House reported Monday that Mrs.
age 80. who Passed away at his .Mamie Eisenhower is. "coming
home in Lynn Grove Sunday at along very well" from an internal
7:30 p.m.
operation Aug. 6 but is "going
The service will be held Wed- to take her time" in leaving the
nesday at 11:00 am, at the Wil- hospital.
The President has visited the
liams Chapel Church of Christ
of which he was a member. First Lady at Walter Reed Army
Bro. L. H. Pogue will conduct Medical Center every day.
White Houi.
Press Secretary
the service. Burial will be in
James C.
the Sinking Springs Cemetery.
agerty said Mrs.
Friends may- call at the Max Eisenhower is up and walking
Churchill Funeral home until around her
some
the time each day.
the funeral hour.
,a

duarters

textbooks checked out to them
in the afternoon.
Pre-school children v.:ho have
not had their health examinations
are asked to go to the health
center or to their family physician. Children must have this
health examination before they
can enter, school._
The school board has added
three 'nevi - 40 passenger buses
according tit Jeffrey. Three more
new buses wit be purchased soon
in order that each high school
and---Eason Elementary School
will have a new bus.
All bus drivers are to. meet
at the County Bus Garage on
Saturday, August 24, at 8:4,5
a.m. to be assigned buses and,
to receive other necesasry information.
A joint hinchroom conference
composed of Calloway and Marshall County lunchroom workers,
sponsored by the Department of
Education School-lunch Division,
will be held at Almi High School,
on August 22 and 23. All workers
are urged to attend this meeting.
They will be advised. Jeffrey
said, by the County Lunchroom
Supervisor of the exact hours of
the meeting
Extensive repairs have been
made during the summer in
order to not only preserve physical plants, but also to give
students a more pleasant place in
.
.a e
play
which to work ..
receina
Hazel High
new hardwood floor in their
gym.
The first holiday for county
schools will be on Labor Day,
September 2.

Red Sub Base
Changes Face
Of Defenses
By WALTER LOGAN
United Prose Staff Correspondent
Official quarters in gt.ondon
said today there was mounting
evidence the Soviet Union intends to establish a submarine.
base in the Middle East as st ifollow UD to its victory in Syria.
A•Soviet submarine base in
Syria. or one controlled by Russia, would outflank tht Baghdad
Pact powers, lessen the effectiveness of the U.S. 6th Fleet and
would change the strategic picture in the Mediterranean.
with
The reports coincided
growing fears in the Arab world
Itself that the Soviets were becoming too well entrenched. Mideast reportS said Syrian President Shukri el Kuwatly was befor a "last resort"
Arab conferente to try and halt
the Soviet advance.
Unconfirmed rumors circulating in Beirut. Lebanon, said the
Soviet was pouring in technicians
and civilians to speed the "takeover' of Syria.' There was no'
confirmation of these reports in
official quratess.
In Cairo the government newspaper Al Goinhouria reported
Sysian officers had trained in
Poland to operate two Russian
submarines being- turned over to
Syria by the.Soviet Union under
their arms pact deal.
Egypt recently received three
submarines from the Soviets, but
Al Gornhouria noted this was not
the same type of agreement
reached --in Moscow by Syrian
Defense Minister Khaled Elazm.
NATO Allies To Meet
United Press diplomatic correspondent K. C .Thaler reported
in London that the NATO' pact
allies were expected to 'confer
in Paris on this new threat to
NATO and the Baghdad nations
71.irkey, Iraq, Iran, Britain.
and Pakistan.
British . and American diplomats ahead" were conferring on
the new threat, but Washington
dispatches indicated the administration had come to the reluctant conclusion it could do
(Continued from Page Two)
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ie-Yankees And The Braves Arein"--According To The Oddsmakers, However Roth
Casey Stengel And Fred Haney Have That "Anything-Can-Happen-Yet" Attitude

TIJESID)
\

.JAMES C. WLLLLkitS, PUBLISHER

Yanks Have A 7/
1
2 Game Lead With 37
Games Left; Braves Have 6/
1
2 Game Lead

We reserve the right to reject any Advertising. Letters to the Editor,
W Public Voice items which in our opuuon are not for the best
siterein at our readers.
SAT102.4A.L
REPRESKNTATI-v ES: WALLACE WITMER CO. lass
Monroe, Memphis, Tenn.; 250 Park Ave., New York; 307 N. Michigan
See, Chicago; 80 Bolyston St. Boston-

-•

By MILTON RICHMAN
United Press Sports Writer
The Yankees and Breves -are
glistered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission as "in," according to the oddsmakers, and that's the same feeling
Second Class Matter
Casey Stengel and Fred Haney
SUBISCRZPIROSI RATE& By Carrier in Murray, per week /10e. per shared -today although they both
Inon41. Mr..-l Callowsat and. ednuning cauntainb nee yeke*as- piade ;the traditional "anythingAanolsiiPPent-yet"•.
e • •
o
.*
Vise a bit.

_TUESDAY.—=AUGUST 20, 1957
A BIBLE THOUGHT FOR TODAY

•

The thing that I greatly feared is come
upon me, and that of which I was afraid is
come unto me.
Job 3:25.

Stengers Yankees have a 71
/
2game lead with only 37 games
left to play as :no launch their
tuagl. Western trip Wright with
a game against their Kansas City
Cousins.

You're Invited
•••

St. Louis Cardinals was the beginning of a "nosedive."
"It was just a natural let-down
after winning 10 in a row," declared the Milwaukee skipper.
-1 think we can bounce right
back. This is a good ball club
that's confident it can go all the
way:"..i. •
Kansas City defeated Cleveland, 1-0, ..on Tom Gorman's
four-hit pitching in the only
Major
league seine scheduled
Monday.
The Athletaei scored the only
run of the game in the sixth inning off Ray Narleski when Bob
Cerv singled, stole second and
came home. on,
•Tim Thompson's
single. The victory was Gorman's
third of the season while Narleski suffered his third '1 o s s
against nine victories.
Gino Cimoli's 11th-inning double gave the Dodgers a 2-1 victory over the International League All-Stars at Montreal. Held
hitless ove• the first six innings,
tied the score in the eighth and
went on _to win the game in the
11th on cienotrs hit which scored
Junior Gilliam. Southpaw Sandy
Koufax was the winner in relief.

Now! Only s125 a week
World's Fined Portable
•

The quotation on the world
champions is "out" .and 10-1.
That means if you want to bet
This most ancient book is full of wisdom,
they will Win the American Leaand it is surely Igue that fear attracts the gue pennant, you're out of luck,
SANDIE DWYER. "queen" of the
worst to us.
but if you want to bet they
sirtio west show at Palisades
-won't, you can "get 10-1 odds.
Park, N. J., will welcome you
to the combined wild west show
Milwaukee, with a 61-2-game
and three-ring tent circus
lead and 37 games remaining,
which will continue through
starts is last big road trip of the
(International)
Aug. 31.
year with a game against the
Pirates tonight. And if you think
the Braves won't win the NaBy LEE JOUGLARD
is healthful and relaxing.. Otto tional League flag, theTtri 7-1
ABC tenotes Champion
Graham:'formerly of the Cleve- odds waiting - for you.
Written For United Press
land Browns and one of the .
Apparently,
neither
Stengel
NEW YORK 4 — 11 there is game's
— time greats-,nor Haney is worrying unduly
(Continued from Page One)
-it that appeals to stars bO'wling a wonderful sport beeine
about "blowing" the pennant in
in every • other sport, it just cause as he puts it: "You haven't
nothing because the Eisenhower
POLICE WOUND SELVES
the.'next 40. day*,
has to be bowling In touring got eleven guys trying to knock
Doctrine is not applicable in the
"This thing ain't over yet,"
exhibition
country
as an
the living daylights out of you."
the
Syrian case.
said the ever-cautious Stengel.
bowler. 1 found standout . perGus Mauls the Peoples
. LOS ANGELES •IP — Two nffThe Cairo press meanwhile
ciugli I gotta say we look
It you thin' lc Gus 1..mnevich in
-farmers- in every sport
duty policemen wound themselves used a surprisingly mild tone togood
shape.
If
we
cah
get
name — baseball. footb:oll, box- packed a wallops in the ring,
with the same revolver when a ward • the Western powers in urging, basketball the works — who you should s e e his bowling through this trip with a pretty man tried to hold them up. The ing them to adopt a "conciliatory
good
lead,
I
think
well
be
all gun went off and wounded of- attitude" toward the Syrian also excel on the bowling lades. -punch." Gus mauls the' maples
Take • baseball, for instance. I'll at lanes near his home in Cliff- right."
fiicers R. J. Steele and J. K. American crisis.
,On
the
Milwaukee side of the Sherratt When they both reached
bet you didn't know that one ..ef side Park, N. J., _and boasts an
The Cairo 'newspapers also
ledger,
Haney pooh-poohed the for it as it lay on the auto seat
the "game's real hook-ball artnts average that approaches the 180
hinted that the split between
—and I mean bowling hook-ball mark.‘Jim Braddock. Tony Can- idea that the Braves' three week- betwen them. The would - be Jordan and Egypt wtitild end
artists—is lefty Billy Pierce. The zoneri, and Rocky Marciano are end losses to the second-place holdup man fled.
soon and that Jordan would reChicago White Sox star is a boxers who look to bowling for
open its Cairo embassy on Sept.
competitive fun without the rock
lefty bowler. too, incidentally.
2. The embassy was closed after
Billy sharpens his game during and sock of the prize ring.
i Jordan accused Egypt of plotting
The tallest bowler in the counthe winer months at his haute
political assassinations in Amoutside Detroit and finds it a try — he is the tallest basketball
`man.
source of real family fun. His player. too, I guess — is without
wife., Gloria, has taken to the a doubt Wilt The Stilt) ChantTHICK-SKINNED CAPTIVE
pertain of the University of
sport, and his 4-year (Ail
to Kansas. Wilt, who stretches to
ster. Billy Jr.. comes gio..4
DETROIT 41P —Wayne County
just wider seven feet, disproves
watch.
sheriff's deputies today had an
the theory_ that a -reel tall person
Fox Owns Alleys
unwanted prisoner sloshing
can't be 41 good bowler. Despite
By UNITED PRESS
around in a bathtub. The deputBilly's teammate. Nellie'
n
nis stature, he's able to bowl
ies said they hoped the zoo would
even more of a bowling fan.
with the beat if the amateurs.
take the prisoner off their "hands.
Nell.e owns and °penal* twenty
The captive is a 32-inch alligator.
alleys( in hills born(' -t•-74
-11
SMAPE F THINGS TO COME
W L Pc?. GEt
Chambtrsburg, Pa.. and his *New
York
77
40 .658
creation center is one of the
CHICAGO IV— The Univer- Chicago
69 47 .595
7 12
East's real bowling showrplaces.
61 55 526 15 12
Equipped with automatic pin- sity Of Illinois Business Review Boston
58 59 .596 19
spotters and underlane. ball . re- reported today. that -a move is Detroit
56 59 .487 20
Baltimore
Today...see
turns, "Nellie. Fox Bowl." as it's being made to brighten up the
56 62 475 21,
Cleveland
2
been named, operates 24 h furs barnyard. The review said an
Washington
56 72 385 32
ia -ddy. And Nellie admits - he's agricultural state in has developKansas City
45 73 .381 3212
his own beat customer. He be- ed a new and more efficient
longs to tow ABC - sanctioned plastic silo shaped like .a teedbowling leagues and works out ding cake.
on the lanes several times a
•
COOL CUSTOMER
eek.
CHARLESTON, W. Va. IP — Kansas. City 1 Cleveland 0
"It's .tough to walk by they
(Only game scheduled).
row of lanes." Nellie says:
.-and Federal revenuer Dick West is
not want to toss a ball at Ilene never without a Tom Collins
when g-•ing on a liquor raid.
pins."
Today's Games
' Pro' footballers a r e another Tom Coll,ns is !rye name of his
group who agree that bon ling assasta
Witshington at Chicago, 2. twOnite
New York at Kan-as City, night
Baltimore at Detroit, night
Boston at Cleveland, nigh

Sports Parade
•

MAJOR LEAGUE
BASEBALL SCORE BOARD-
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Smith-Corona

WASHING
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ape plan i
annuity." It.
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pensioner Ix(
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hence the "v
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tirernent to
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at the same
selves agains
tion.
The varia
like this:
A person
a retirement
lear month!'
put part of
straight annu,
hie a partl

When you give a SmIth•Corona, you give more than the
world's finest portable with many "wanted" features. You
also give the means for developing a very important skill
that means better grades in school..,and better jobs later
on. At so little a week ... it's the bargain of a lifetime!

OFFICE SUPPLY DEPARTMENT
Phone 55

DAILY LEDGER & TIMES
Greene 0. Wilson, manager

refWement.

these

FOUR OUTSTANDING VALUES
IN 4-DOOR SEDANS

Yesterday's Results

PALACE PORTRAII

Tomorrow's Games

National League
Milwaukee
St Louis
Brooklyn
Cincinnati
Philadelphia
New York
Chicago
Pittsburgh

W
72
65
65
61
60
56
45
43

L
45
'51
53
55
57
64
69
73

Pct,
.615
.560
.551
.526
.513
.467
.395
.371

GB
81
/
2:
104
12
174
254
284

Yesterday's Results
.

4
John J. O'Rourke
FOLLOWING John J. O'Rourke
on the stand, Martin T. Lacey,
74, vice president of the New
York Federation of Labor and
arch enemy of James R.. Hoffa,
told the Senate rackets committee in Washington about
moves by,, a band of unionists
and hoodlums to rob him of
the presidency of Teamsters
Joint Council 16 0 Rourke, the
man through whom Teamster
leader Hoffa allegedly sought
to gain a stranglehold over
New York unions, invoked the
fifth amendment 87 times on
(International)
the stand.

This is the ideal season to-trade up to the convenience
and luxury of a new 4-door Studebaker or 1'ackard . .
for the school days ahead, for business use, for Autumn
trips and a Winter of trouble-free, care-free comfort.
Here are four cars Af value and dependability unsurpassed, in a range of price and performance to match your
budget and daily driving.

Cincinnati at Brooklyn. 2. twinitc
Milwaukee at Pittsburgh. night
St. Louis at New York. 2, twinite
Chicago at Philadelphia, 2. twinge

fituestbsk•r PRESIDENT CLASSIC—Longest of all
Studebaker sedanit, with a wheelbase of 120.5 inches for
a smooth "between-the-wheels" ride. Powered with a
225 h.p V-8 Sweepstakes engine. Available with Flightomatic transmission or Overdrive as optional extras.
The President Classic offers big car luxury, at a price
competitive with 2-door models of other makes.

QUICK
SERVICE

Studebaker CHAMPION DI LIME— The thrifty
Sweepstakes Six engine gives this fashion-eteled
sedan an operating economy unmatched in other
makes of full-sized cars. In all: 4-door convenience,
Champion economy, Studebaker craftsmanship,
for value to match its long car looks.

Cincinnati at Brooklyn
St. Louis at New York

a

THIS PORTRAIT of Great Britain's Queen Elizabeth II and daughr , • Princess Anne, was made on the grottnds of Buckingham
In London just before Anne' celebrated her seventh birthThe blonde princess Is wearing a pale green dress trimmed
v
pink and %', lute, The queen is wearing a sapphire silk afternoon dress with four rows of pearls. (International soundphoto)

DISPUTE CONTINUES

PARIS" V — The old Suez
Canal :Company said today at
was taking court action. in SWitzerland to regain Bracts seized
' by the Egyptian government after
the nationalization of the waterway., A spokesman said the company asked 'a Swiss bank holding
assets to • transfer them to the
company, but the Egyptian government opposed the loopiest. He
said .-in consequence,,ft will be
up th Swiss cohrts.".

For the best car values ever. . .
- For

Studebaker-Packard

-

• HOME

coirostArton
71r)trim.11/.,/7/ er,m4/14414/

• OFFICE
• SCHOOL

LEDGER & TIMES

MIDWAY MOTORS - Hiway.641 So., Murray, Ky.
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Stadebakie COMM-ANDRA DE LUXE —The four
doors lead to luxury, in instrumentation and driving ease, in fabrics and cushioning . . lighting,
soundproofing and insulation. Under the hood is a
V-8 engine ... 195 h.p with four-barrel carburetor.
Optional Flightomatic transmission or Overdrive.

Tomorrow's Games.
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Packard TOWN SEDAN—This car has spaciousness: leg room, head room, entry and exit room.
It has performance, with the only supercharged
V-8 in the sedhan field It has luxury, in fine fabrics,
soundproofing, and color-keyed interiors . . all
combined with a riding ea* that cushions the
road with the distinctive touch of a Packard.

(No games scheduled).
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American League

New York at Kansas City. night
Washington at Chicago
Baltimore at Detroit
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The Variable
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Be Available
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Cirrhosis Of Several Cases Of Seaway
Liver Among Insanity Reported So Far
The Top Ten

NEW YORK, N. Y. — Cirrhosis
of the liver, long a fairly common chronic disease of adult
life, now ranks among the 10
leading causes of death in the
United States, it is reported by
statisticians.
At ages 45-64, the only diseases
which - outrank cirrhosis of the
liver as a catise Of death are
heart disease, cancer, and cerebral hemorrhage. In 1956 cirrhosis
accounted for a total of about
18,000 deaths in t he United
States, about two-thirds of them
PATRICK THIENES, 73, lolls back and rests his dawgs in Chicago,
among males.
where he walked from his home in Ban Diego. Calif. Thienes is on
Emergence of cirrhosis as a
a hi..
to New York,, where he expects to arrive Sept- 5. He
leading cause of death resulted
10 left San Diego June 29. Thienes, a retired railroad passenger,
chiefly from the marked reducbrakeman, took up Ion:, distance walking In 1906 in convalescing
tion in mortality from the in_after a polio attack. .-International Boundphoto) t
Iectious diseases, the statisticians
add, although the increasing reThe opponents of the variable corded death rate also may be
annuity charge there is nothing due to improved methods of
to bar a retirement-minded per- diagnosis and hence more freson from investing in any of quent reporting of the disease
the present mutual funds if he on death certificates.
Cirrhosis of the liver shows
is interested in that type of remarked geographic variations in
turn.
Behind the- controversy are two its death rate, tending to be
highest in the eastern industrial
facts:
Insurance companies are con- states and California, and lowest
cerned about dwindling returns in the South and Southwest.
By ROBERT F. COLL
on their investments — largely Compared with a national avUnited Press Staff Correspondent because they
are sharply re- erage of 9.9 per 100,000 in 195054, the death rate from the
111.
WASHINGTON 1114 — Retire- stricted by law from participating
disease ranged from 3.7 in South
ment-conscious Americans soon more fully in the booming marCarolina to 18.5 in the District
may be able to peg their pen- ket.
,
There also is
potent tax of Columbia.
sions to the buying power of the
Although the exact relationship
angle. Each dollar paid in for a
dollar.
of alcoholism to cirrhosis has
Ow plan is called the "variable fixed intome annuity is a dollar
not been definitely establishcd,
annuity." Its merits have split earned by the insurance comthe statisticians point out that
the conservative insurance --in- panies and is taxed that way.
But a firm selling variable it appears that the alcoholic's
dustry wide open..
diet, if deficient in protein and
Urider the plan the payment annuities would only be taxed
certain vitamins, may predispose
received each month by the on that portion of the pay-in
to cirrhosis. More than onepensioner would reflect the ups that went toward a -fixed income:
fourth of the deaths from the
and downs of the economy — Since it is investing the rest for
the annuity holder, it would not disease are reported to be assohence the "variable' title. •
ciated with alcoholism, but the
Supporters of the plan are be taxed on it.
reporting appears incomplete.
inviting those interested in reOverweight adversely influences
tirement to hitch their wagons
the mortality from cirrhosis, actolihe soaring economy — and
cording to insurance experience.
at the same time cushion themA recent study 'among insured
selves against boom-born inflaoverweight men showed that the
tion.
mortality from the disease was
The variable annuity works
two and one-half times that of
like this:
standard risks.
A person desiring to set up
"The control of cirrhosis of
a retirement plan through nucthe liver depends primarily on
lear monthly payments would
preventive measures, such as a
put part of his payment into a
balanced diet, moderation in the
straight annuity. This would give
use of alc-ohol, prevention or
high a partly-fixed income on
treatment of infections harmful
refITement.
to the liver, and keeping the
The rest of his payment —
weight down," the statisticians
some companies recommended
note.
one-half goes into a mutual
"Current methods of treatment
investment fund that buys blueare effective in mild and modchip common stocks.
erate cirrhosis, but further reThe result would be retirement
search is needed to develop adepayments made up in part of a
quate therapy for the advanced
fixed return from the straight
stages of the disease. Encouragannuity, plus a varying return LINKED in wire-tap recorded
ing is the recent development of
from the mutual fund based on telephone talks to a labor powsurgical procedures to combat
hooll The economy- is- doing:
er grab plot. New Work. racthe complications of advanced
lidirokers and other securities keteer Tony (Ducks) Corallo cirrhosis."
dealers resent the invasion into
evoked the Fifth Amendment
the mutual fund field they long
have promoted. Many insurance 94 times Thursday rather than
firms feel they have no business testify before the Senate RacIn it and warn,,that the "vari- kets Committee in Washington.
able" part of the annuity could Corallo, nicknamed ''Ducks"
\ Or Robert A. Areas, M.D.
sink to almost nothing in a de- for his ability to duck arrests,
DROWNING
pression.
wis quizzed on what investiThe mutual fund long has gators called "rigged" and
Every summer brings • tragic
been a bono to the small investor.
toll in lives lost by drowning. Fol"fraudulent" moves to help
lowing a few simple rules can
It ilflos the investments of many
help cut the number this tragedy
such investors — spreading their Teamsters' vice president
claims.
holdings over a wide variety James R. Hotta seize power of
First, those who swim should
If stocks and bonds In a way a key union.
keep a responsible eye on those
(International Soundphoto)
-sty never could accomplish on
Who don't as well as on each other.
Toddlers may wade in, and do,
when you least expect it; novices
get swept off their feet; swimmers hit their heads or get entangled. Second, if you don't know
how to handle yourself in the water you should learn fast. Learn
to float—that will meet many
swimming emergencies and keep
you going for hours.
Third,don't swim alone. Fourth,
don't tempt the ocean currents by
letting yourself get too far offshore. Fifth, hold down the horseplay; in the water it can be disastrous.
Don't be ashamed to call for
help if you need it; if you wait it
May be too late. And of course,
you know how you should relax

J

•

FAGS THRES

the 10 per cent down payment
YUGOSLAVS DESERTING
BIKINIS ENDORSED
to buy one, and who then set
ROME
— Screen mermaid
out to operate it without even
VIENNA It — The influx of Esther Williams said today that
learning how."
refugees from Communist Yugo- Europe has converted her to
Some boating dangers have slavia to Austria has reached the the Bikini swimsuit. The Ameribeeo fought for years. Among "character of a mass flight" in can actress, here filming a picthem are fire, engine explosions the past few weeks, Austrian ture, said she has given away
and lack of safety equipment. Interior Minister Oskar Helmer all the one-piece suits which
caused by speedboaters who buzz
By FRED T. FERGUSON
They must be faced anew in said today. Helmer said the were her trademark in the United
United Press Staff Correspondent other boats, the Coast Gliard
the boating boom.
Yugoslav refugees are pouring States. "Once you get used to it
NEW YORK 01 — Three teen- says.
into Austria at a rate of 80 to (Bikini), it no longer seems so
Officials
of
the
Skin-Diving Problem
Coast Guard
agers rammed a rowboat with
100, daily, jamming all Yugoslav daring," she said. "I feel sure
their spedboae and then tried and ,Coast Guard Auxiliary, the
A
Coast
Guard petty officer refugee camps in this country. that once American *women begin
U.
S.
Power
Squadrons, the Nato run over the smaller boat's
said other dangers have been The number increased from 1,500 wearing them, they will wear
55-year old occupant as he swam tional Assn. of Engine and Boat
Manufacturers, and major boating added. Ile pointed to recent in June to 2,600 in July and is nothing else on the - beaches...
desperately for shore.
accidents involving skin divers likely to exceed 3,500 in August, Let's face it, they do v..ondero.,
I. 1.**_nager Was ossarmaak...
402.,4 0.14t_tairirftettler-,
he 'sect''
k
weer side&
his own boat's propellor when perienced yachtsmen,' agree on
The skin-diving ptoblern—often
he fell from the deck of his the seriousness of the problem
Involving inexperienced divers
SPOT ANSWER NEEDED
ATHLETE'S FOOT GERM
speedboat. He had beton racing crtated by buzzers and speeders.
Boating men say that the ranks surfacing beneath the propellors
HOW TO KILL IT.
with another boat and throwing
of
motorboats
CHICACodi
— appears to be
— How do you
of the reckless and negligent
water at its driver.
IN ONE HOUR,
centered
on
the West Coast.
pacify a grouchy baby loop/pod?
If not pleased, your 40e track at
These are only two Among boat operators have Swollen with
High
said there were fears That is the question today at any
hundreds of cases of seaway the terrific • increase in boating
drug counter. This STRONG
among Power Squadron officers, the Brookfield Zoo. The zoo has
since World War II.
germicide sloughs off infected
insanity reported this slimmer.
that water skiing will be a major decided to try a teething ring
skin. Exposes more germs to Its
"Right now we are collecting
But incompetence at the helm
cause' of accidents this year.
rubbed with catnip to calm down killing action. Use
is by no Means limited to youth, statistics on boating accidents,"
instant-drying
"In confined waters you find an indignant 10-week old leopard T-4-L
says John M. High chairman
day or night. Now at
authorities emphasize.
dozens
of
skiers
deserted
all
cutting
by
its
in
mother
at
birth.
Holland Drug Company.
A Coast Guard auxiliaryman of the U. S. Power Squadrons'
and out around other boats and
reported to district Coast Guard general safety committee. "By
each
other,"
he
said.
"Their
headquarters the wisecrack of the end of the year we hope to
tow-boats often operate in flathe wealthy, middle-aged owner have built up enough examples
grant violation of speed rules
of a deluxe cabin cruiser when to stress their real cause."
in addition to the rules of the
reprimanded for a "buzzing" inWhat has impressed him most, road."
cident:
We will accept your ASC orders for lime spread' g.
High said, was "a complete disMost boating officials agree
"So tell it to my insurance regard of the rules of the
WE ARE NOW VENDORS FOR THIS COUN
road" with the conclusion in Rep. Hercompany."
for
by the hundreds who have turn- bert C. Bonner's
lime, instea d of the Calloway County Soil Imreport on reHe ha swamped three canoes ed from the highways
provement Association.
to the creational boating safety to the
paddled by young boys from a waterways. ,
We will give the same courteous service we have
House Merchant Marine and Fishsummer camp. Two of the boys
"It's not the old established e.ries Commitee.
given the last twelve years.
could not swim.
yachtsmen we're worrying' about,"
"What today is merely a ,boomMany 'Incidents Unreported
a Coast Guardsman said. "It's ing activity, may
tomorrow be.
Seldom reported are the hun- the people who have never
been Come an emergency," the North
Phone 1219
dreds of "everyday" capsizingson a boot before; who get
Hazel Highway
up Carolina Democrat said.
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Attention Farmers

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES

The greatest car-buying Opportunity we've over offered

THE BIGAIMI

'Ducks' Quiz
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Get your full share of the $30,000,000 Mercury dealers
all over America are offering to car buyers in trade-in
allowances during this special event. Your car will never
be worth more as a trade-in than it is right now.

THE COMMUTER_
ONE OF 6 MERCURY
STATION WAGONS

The Picture Of Heal:J

4

Buy now and save!

Industry Champions Teacher's Rolc-

.st of all
nches for
d with a
Flighto1 extras.
,t a price
s.

•

Priced just above the low-priced three, yet has
all of Mercury's dream -car advantages
and innovations: first true hardtop design ...
first true passenger-car ride (with exclusive
Air-Cushion Rear Suspension) . .. plus the
widest, longest cargo area in the industry!

LUXURIOUS MONTEREY 2-DOOR SEDAN

THE STUNNING MONTEREY CONVERTIBLE

_for sixty minutes after sating be.
fore going

kfo

in.
It's helpful to know lifo.aavinti
techniques. Scouts, the Red CNN'S
and other fine organisations teach'
them regularly. You may save a
life by knowing artificial respiration. Did you know that it can
also help equally those who are
electrocuted or poisoned by barbiturates or other drugs which
paralyze breathing?
A fairly recent technique, based
on the Neilsen method, gets more
air into the lungs than the oldstyle manner. In the new method,
place the victim flat on his stoen.
&chr left hand under right, back
of right hand under right cheek,
-elbows spread and head turned
to the side. See that his tonrup
will not shut off air. Put your
knees on either side of his head
and kneel facing his shoulders. At
the count, "one, two," press the,
heels of your open hands, jhumbs
pointing at each other, against his
shoulder blades, putting the weight
of your shoulders behind your
stiffened arms. At "three," rock
back on your heels and bring
hands along upper arms to point
of elbow, and at "four, five," pick
up elbows and bring them a little
toward you.
Work out a rhytkzrrit. comfortable motion to simulate normal
breathing...Keep at it WI help
P

1

ty

at
IC.
P.

Have you ever stopped to consider the role teachers have
ia;ayed in your life? This question isn't asked, as might be
ftesumed, by an educator group. Rather, it comes from the
National Association of Manufacturers as a part of its continuing campaign to promote if schools are superb, average
I better understanding between or below average."
NAM's tribute to the school
industry and education. The
teacher also recognized the
question leads off NAM's new
100th anniversary of the Nabooklet, "Our Teachers—
Association.
.Their Importance to Our tional Education
Children and Our Commun• Walter D.Fuller,former board
director
ity," which makes an appeal chairman and now a
to all citizens to recognize the of Curtis Publishing Co., is
lichees vital role in our so- shown presenting the new
ciety. "Next to parents," the booklet to Miss Martha A.
booklet emphasizes, "no one Shull, president of NEA, as a
deals more intimately than "brand-new" school teacher,
teachers with a youngster's Miss Palma M. Patrocinio,
talents and deficiencies, fail- looks on. The new teacher,
.ures and achievements during who completed her college,
work on an NAM scholar hipo
) the crucial, formative early
1 years. Every citizen has only begins her MOTO this 14 in',

Warne
himself to commend
—__
. or

Row Jersey. -,----

--

,

comsat.--

THE
BIG
All Mercurys offer optional drealh-car features
such as 'Merc-O-Matic Keyboard Control, a
power seat that "remembers" and a low-cost
combination heating and air conditioning unit.
Come in today and get the full story.

Three is no crowd front or back. There's new
leg room, knee room, shoulder room, headroom. New features include the biggest back
window yoti've ever seen in a Mercury convertible_almost 61 a feet wide for "hardtop"
visibility when the top is up.
MD

WILSON MERCURY SALES
515 *o. 12th St.

\

Phone 730

Murray, Kentucky
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Miss Nelle Walker Is Married To Herman
Wardell Scroggins At Edward Curd Home

S

ocial Calendar

TUESDAY — AUGUST 20, 1957

Wife Plays
TV Leads As
A Hobby'2'

Wall Streets
Moves Partly
0019 Main.

By VERNON SCOTT
United Press Staff Correspondent

HOLLYWOOD f01 — George
Murphy, the actor who became
20
movieland's ambassador of goodCircle HI of the WSCS of the
Miss Nelle Walker, daughter of ducah served as bestrnan.
will, rallied filmtown today to
Mrs. Walker, mother of tht First Methodist Church will meet
Mr. and Mrs. Cr". C. Walker of
fight back at Confidential and
Luther
Mrs.
of
borne
the,
in
blue
a.
eisossen silk •
bersiggasiklia.,..9*Miss.SALrsselleatsioVeose
other searstat ruagariaps by or.
man Wardell Seroggins, son of dress with white accessories. Her Jackson on. Elm Street at twoI:miring a vigilante committee.
Mra, Claynari_Stu_rgeon_of .Big corsage was of white carnations. thirty o'clock. Mrs. W. A. Bell
"We've -got to set up the maSprings, Texas, on Stinday„ Au- The bridegroom's mother was will be the program leader.
chinery to prevent such a thing
••••
gust 11, at nine o'clock in the unable to attend the wedding.
as this Confidential trial from
By ALINE MOSBY
The Dorcus Sunday School
Immediately after the wedding
morning at the home af Mr. and
the couple left for an unan- Class of the First Baptist Church United Press Staff Correspondent ever happening again," Murphy
Mrs. Edward Curd.
HOLLYWOOD WI — What to said.
The double ring ceremony was nounced wedding trip. Fur trav- will meet at six o'clock at the
As president of the powerful
annual
do
regular
when you're the socialite
its
for
Park
City
Scroggins
Mrs.
eling
Y.o
re
a
tan
irrned'
by Bro. John H.
pert
Motion Picture industry Council
wife
a
is
wealthy
dentist
family
to
pf
with
Each
picnic.
family
sheath
trimmed
dress
brown
in
Brinn, minister of the Church
and director of public relations
of Christ_ The vows .were pledg- with matching. Jacket arid tan bring enough food for their own time on your hands: Become a
at MGM, Murphy is in a position
ed before the fireplace. White accessories and the' orchid from family. Class will furnish drinks top "villainess" on television.
In "The Lineup," "Lux Video" to form a sort of watchdog comand eating utensils. All members
gladiolli and stock were used in her bridal bouquet.
mittee.
Those present for :he wedding are urged to attend with their and other shows, one of the
the arrangements to adorn the
"We'll start out with a meetfamiliar actresses who usually
mantel banked with greenery were Mr. and Mrs. Finis Wilkins, families.
plays shady characters is beauti- ing. under the auspices of the
••
•
•
flanked On each side by tall can- Mr. and
Lawrence
Mrs.
S.
industry council, composed of all
ful Dorothy Green.
Circle I of the WSCS will meet
Franklin, all of Paducah; Mr.
delabra holding white tapers.
But behind scenes the curva- the guild's and unions in Hollysocial
afternoon
the
in
the
in
Soft wedding music was play- and Mrs. Hollis Walker. Mr. and
ceous redhead turns out to be wood — the actors, writers, proMrs. Edward Curd, Tip Curd, hall of the First Methodist not the usual ambitious
ed during the ceremony.
actress, ducers, directors and technical
The bride wore an Emma Mrs. C. C. Walker, Miss Maude Church.
going desperately for breaks, but guilds. The American Federation
•• • •
Dobbs original dress of blue ny- Walker, Mrs. Eva Curd. Miss
a' dentists's socialite wife who of Television and Radio Artists
Circle II of the WSCS of the casually
lon Swiss over net and taffeta. Marjorie Hankins. and Mr. and
plays leads on TV "as v'ill be included.
meet
Methodist
will
Church
First
Mrs.
Brinkley.
John
The dress was styled with a low
a hobby."
"From there we can set up a
•
•
•
•
WagN.
Mrs.
J.
of
home
at
the
neckline and a fitted bodice ac"It's the old theory — if you permanent organization with the
with
o'clock
at
goner
two-thirty
James Nelson is the n a in e
centuated by a full gathered
don't want something it wants best legal counsel to expose pubskirt. Her fIngert4p veil 'w a s cnosen by Mr. and Mrs. Edmond Mrs. Julius Sharpe and Miss you," ppeculated the actress to- lishers and editors who produce
attached. to a lifted headpiece. David Fenton, 315 South Thire- Frances Bradley as cohostesses. day.
these falsehoods _about_ Rally.
She carried a white Bible topped teelttl17 Street... Ai_ their illagi. Mrs. L
"11 -1114V----1146WINV:117 :iiareer, it wood personalities. ---with a white orchid surrounded weighing six pounds 12 ounces •programleader.4 wouldn't have wanted me. But
"An educational campaign will
••••
by lilies of the valley and net born on Monday. August 5, at
when I didn't give a whoop or be formed to combat the
lies
the Murray HospitaL
holler—"
tied with lovers knots.
The Eva Wall and Mamie a
with the facts and truth."
Mrs. John Brinkley, sister of
Taylor Circlet of the WMS of
Turned Down Director
Murphy believes the public
the bride, • was the matron of
the Memorial Baptist Church
Years ago an agent wanted to would rather read clean stories
honor. She wares- pastel
will meet at the home of Mrs. introduce the native Los Ange- about screen heroes and heroines.
nylon dress fashioned with a
Pat Farley on Route Five 'at leno to a movie director, but
"Right now our people are allow neckline and full skirt. She
she went fishing with a hand- most defenseless to protect themtwo o'clock.
••• •
carried a crescent shaped .bousome dentist instead. She married selves," he said.
quet of pink carnations with Monday's compete record folMurray Assembly No. 19 Or- the toothpuller and had three
"This trial is a shameful prostreamers of pink satin ribbon. lows:
der of the Rainbow for Girls children.
cedure. All the old stories are
Census'
24
Lawrence S. Franklin of PaTen years later she took a being rehashed, creating embarwill hold its regular "heeling at
Adult Beds
65
the Masonic Hall at seven o'clock. modeling course Just for personal rassment all over again. T h e
Emergency Beds
41
••••
fun. An agent spotted her photo- general reaction in
the industry
Patients admitted from Friday
The Woman's Missionary So- graph.
is one of disgust.
10:30 A.M. to Monday sap A.M.
"He told me. I should try actciety of the First Baptist Church
"Most big stars will nverlcok
Mrs.• Zora Cochrun. 307 Vine
will hold its general program ing. so I studied with a dramatic scandalous, untrue stores rather
coach
attended
and
Pasadena
the
Mr and Mrs. Henry B. Ogles- St.. Murray; Mrs. Kenneth York 'meeting
at the church at twothan deny them," which only
by announced the marriage of and baby girl. Rt. 1. Benton; thirty o'clock.
• Playhouse, more or less as a makes a second story. Thus
pastime," she said.
their daughter, Evelyn. :o Air- Mr, Waltrr Taylor, 601 Main,
• •• •
readers suspect there is some
"One day a casting director
man First Class Frank Wilson, Murray. Mrs. Dewey Fox, Model,
basis for the truth.
Tenn..
Mrs
John
Taylor,
Rt.
1,
if
asked
I
had
a
stole—
mink
son af Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Wilson
"Once a story is printed the
Hardin.
Mrs
0.
B.
Parrish.
Hamthere
of
a
part
was
a
rich
gal
of Murray.
damage IS done. With this new
lin;
Mrs,
John
Livesay,
3642
in
Playhouse'
a
Star
'Four
on
The wedding v:-asts were read
organization chances are we can
Mr ind Mrs. T. Wade CrawIll.;
TV."
Saturday. Augu.Y. 10, in Corinth, North California, Chicago
Mrs. Herman Lovins, Rt.. I,, Ahno; ford returned home Sunday from
Having numerous furs in her stop many of these stories before
Miss.
Mr. Dwight Pace, Box I, Hardin; a two weeks vacation trip to St. closet, the dentist's elite won they get started, and if they are
Airman Wilson will be leaving
Mrs. James Byrd and baby girl. Petersburg. Fla. Accompanying the role. in January of 1953. A publisned we can bring out our
the states shortly for Japan. Mrs. .
iDover, Tenn.; Mrs. Billy Cavitt, them on the trip was their son year later she was playing leads crwn side of it"
Wilson will reside at the home
Murphy said the stars he has
1100 Spruce St., Murray; Mr. and family. Mr. and Mrs. Gene opposite Dick Powell on the
of her parents-Ike-kw in Murray.
Crawford and children and Mrs. same show. She has worked talked to about such se corn:hitClarence Baker. Rt. 1, Hardin.
Ebberhardt, mother of Mrs. Gene censtantly on numerous programs, tee are all for it,
Crawford and daughter - in - law including the Jack Benny show.
"Fortunately I've never 'been
* ENDS TONITE *
Mrs. Ben Crawford and daugh- and in such motion pictures as mixed up in any thing like a
scandal." Murphy said. "I don't
ter. The Crawford's report that -The Helen Morgan Story."
JAMES STEWART in
set myself up as being smarter
they had a wonderful time swimChildren Question Roles
"THE SPIRIT OF
ming in the Gulf and seeing the
The i elegant socialite usually than my fellow actors.
"
AIR155"
-CONDITIONE0
41111
sights in that part of the rate. portrays evil ladies, a situation
ST. LOUIS" - Color
••••
that causes her ruffled moments in life on a career.
I Mr. and Mrs, Baxter Bilbrey in real life.
"Im happy I was not an
, are visiting in Detroit. Michigan
"My children (14, 13 and 10) actress at 15." she said. "Now
with Mr. Billarey's brother. Mor- say. 'When are you going to be I have my sense of values.
I
ris Newton Bllbrey and fa- 'y. a nice lady?" " she laughed. "My know what's what — and that
.• •• •
son thinks I'd be made if I home and husband mean
the
I Mr. and Mrs. Fulton Farmer could get into a Western.
most."
"I also teach the fourth grade
, and children,.Jud,. Micky. Ann
''My husband doesn't care if
, and Bill. Dr. and Z. C. Herrold at Sunday school and they tease I act. so long as it doesn't
' and children, Denee, Velrie and me about the parts I play."
interfere with things at home.
No, this is
Mrs. Green has no regrets So — this has been just a
Bob of Mt. Pleasant. Mich., were
little
wetkend visitorsof Mrs. Ruby about starting later than usual hobby that boomeranged."
Farmer. NO Poplar Street. The
Farmers' live in Madisonville
busy with his stratospheric actiand Frankfort_
vities to give much more than
... the most beautiful
••••
terse scientific reports.
Mrs. Martin Bailey, Jr., and
of them all!
At sunset, however, Simons
(Continued. from Page One)
sons. Don and Steve, and Miss
was so impressed with the beau— Together
Rebecca Roberts are spendinga loon dragged nun Gown to 68.- ty surrounding him
that he befew days with their sister, Mrs. 000 feet as he drifted over Sis- came more expansive
and radioMontgomery
Margaret
Chafin
seton.
S.D..
after -dawn.
DEBRA PAGET
ed that the sky was ''a dark,
fee, Mo.
He dropped the fast 100 of hii- purplish back, a
color I have
• • ••
and CORNEL WILDE
300 poiends of ballast at that not seen before
and can't really
Mr. and Mrs. Brent Outland point and began ascending again, describe."
Bring You
and children left Sunday for a reaching 60.000 feet by 7:I3 a.m.
Virginia E.D.T. He sought to reach a new
week's
vacation
on
t
Sunset Comes Late
Beach. They also plan to visit record altitude, bet an Air force
"North of me, the color has on
THE LIFE...TH E LOVES...
Mrs. Outland's brother. Bill Bo- spokesman said he probably was even more violent purple tinge,"
man in Bristol. Vat, while away. ordered down too soon to make the Air Force scientist reported.
The group will return by way of it.
ThE
Sunset came hours later for
Great Smoky Mountains.
"It was really spectacular to Simons than it did at ground
• •• •
see lightning from above," Sim- level because the sun's rays were
Mr. and Mrs. Glen I... Roberts. ons radioed ground observers in visible for a longer,period.
1009 Payne Street, are the par- describing the storm. He said he
Simons said that at midnight,
ents of a son. Joseph Lee, weigh- was about .10.000 feet over the t.d.t., the temperature imide his
in VISTAVISION & TECHNICOLOR
ing nine pounds five ounces, storm at the time.
gondola was 74 despite a frigi
Pr
barn on Friday, August 2, at the
The Air F.rce said Simons 64 degrees below zero &Aside:
Murray Hospital.
was told to come down because
"Re is operating the flight at
of weather developments which peak efficiency and- authorities
might have complicatest a later haves reached a'decision to leave
return. They said & large mass him up in the balloon overnight,"
of coumulus clouds -hat cropped the Air Force spokesman said.
ep to the %Vest in ,tht path of
Simons said he was in very
Simons' balloon.
good spirits, his physical effici"Because of thf cumulus build- ency was high and he was cornup, it is more favorable to bring fortable.
.him down in clear viteather," an
Simons, a native of Lahcaster,
Your Murray Natural Gas System is owned and controlled by
official spokesman said.
Pa.: and father of four children,
the City of Murray and all revenue derived from the syetem other
The balloon was launched from was clad in an airman's space
than the cest of operation and retirement of bonds goes into the City's
the 450-foot deep pit to prevent suit for the flight in the eikhtTreasury for the benefit of all our citizens. Consequently, we have a
surface - winds from damaging it foot high, three-foot round gonlow- priced fuel plus a new city income which may in time supply adduring takeoff.
dola.
An Air Force spokesman said
ditional funds for all city activities without tire levying of additional
The space pioneer Is the chief
Simons is "real excited about of the space trfolagy branch of
taxes.
the, flight and very fascinated the Aero-Medical Field LaboraIf you are now a natural gas user, please tell your neighb2r
with everything he's seeing."
tory at Hooloman Air Develophow efficient and economical your natural gas is so that they too,
During the night, Simons made ment „Center, Alamogordo. N.M.
may
natural gas and help our City's Natural Gas Sysitm grow
extensive readings on the litiraiti -Pttepose of the endurance
to.
borealis (northern lights), star flight is to determine human reAn average customer using natural gas for 1-90 days the past
sightings, and a sighting on the action to isolation at great
season paid only 39c per day for his gas service.
moon.
_ •
heights and to study the bioloIf you need help in planning the changeover to natuyal gas
The doctors vision at that al- giCal dangers of cosmic r a y
for heating this .season, you should contact your local heating mertitude is not hampered by haze radiation near the edge of the
and smoke which restricts vision earth's atmosphere.
chant or your Natural Gs'System office, phone 366, and get ahead
closer to the ground.
of the late Fall rush.
The information gathered'-'in
The spokesman' said they have his "project man-high" will aid
Now is the time to make your heating :trans, rnents.
been tryine to get,mnre lescrip- in the design of outer space - airtive reeerts from Simons since craft and the meleCtrull of men
his Mao, but BS has bon ;no to pilOt them,
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••11~#40~,•••••-•
Tuesday, August

Murray Hospital

Miss Oglesby Bride
Of Frank Wilson

PERSONALS

By ELMIER C. WALZEP
United Prams Plnanitlat Editor
NEW YORK EP —Wall Street
Is moving part of its operations
Many new brokerage offices
are- springing up in shopping
centers of suburban areas. More
of these are in the planning stage
to meet, a demand -of investors
who dislike trips ACI the adjoin.
ing cities to handle their business.
An index of these developments in the outlying areas is
given by Teleregister C o r p.
which among its many electronic
devices supplies automatic electric stock quotation boards.
The firm reports a new trend
is taking place in the financial
community — the accelerated
movement of brokerage houses
to shopping centers and suburban
areas and the expansion of facilities for the -investing public in
outlying communities.
This trend Is especially heavy
in the New York City suburban
area, the area around Detroit,
and on the West Coast.
The shopping center provides
parking facilities not available
in the cities and this is seen as
a big factor in the change.
.
- Also husbands and wives in a
retired status find it convenient
to handle their investments with
out making a trip to the city.
Teleregister points out.
Another factor is the increased
interest of housewives in the
market. Not only do these ladies
invest in stocks, but it's said
they are prone occasionally to
take a flying in commodities.
Local businessmen with increasing
operations
resulting
from the move from urban to
suburban areas are reported demanding
investment
facilities
near their establishments.
Teleregirter notes also that
brokerage offices in ihopping
centers benefit, from the proximity of large corporations and
manufacturing plants, as these
plants move away from t h e
metropolitan area.
The stock quotation board -firm
finds the sudden demand for
local brokerage offices coming
long after department stores,
banks, theaters, insurance companies and chain stores have
shifted with the population —
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IMPROVEMENT ASSOPATION
Murray, Ky.
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Moetin_Wil1-11. Open House Affair
At T. Association Warehouse

AUTOMATIC
very little re]
Call 457.

SAT., AUG.24th, 1957 —9 a.m.-4 p.m.
Pursuant to action by the Board of Directors,
all Common Stock issued in 1947 only is being
redeemed at par value (5.00) per share.

•

1—Materm,
6—Collect

At the meeting the membership will participate in the following:

4-- tour
14— *wit
41-44i•Cul I
It—Vegetal
is—Sever
I1—Poe off

Elect 4 new Directors.
(2) Hear report on your business operations.
(3) See slides and hear repok one
14-14 fertilizer.
(4) Near report on American Institute of Cooperation.
-*
There Will Be Refreshments and Free
Gifts for Everyone!
-* —
There Will Be Door Prizes for the
Holders of "Lucky Tickets" I
(I)

ra-rtaaort

54—Above
touchln
II-8edat•
Il—Prom ii,
note la
wful
V
I
A cent'
I SS—Portico
t N—Ltm Dor
SS—Facial
yr•••
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Check The Bargain Table Set Up For
"Bargains For Today."
Many items At Cost Or Below

Remember Farmers,..
This Is Your Business — BE THERE.
'• r
I.
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Balloonist .
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house ca
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"Someo
erty," she
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said, "Ma
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I said,

ilmomethint
Wells, M

ner
Little Jack Horner just "stuck in his thumb
and pulled out a plum." It was as simple as
that! In our realistic world, rewards are not

YOUR Natural Gas System

usually won so easily. It takes planning plus
persistent effort. Smartest way to make sure
of "pulling out plums" tomorrow is to start
putting money into your savings account to-

•

•
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UGUST 20, 1957

We wish to take this opportunity to express our sincere
thanks and appreciation for the
many deeds of kindness rendered
us through the long illness and
death of our wife and mother,
Mrs. Nannie J. Linville on July

1

V SOU:
CIATION

se Affair

damns

a.m. - 4 p.m.
of Directors,
only is being
share.
will par-

Sc per word ler three days. Claselfled ale are payable In &dooms.

GOOD 7 ROOM House, bath and
basement, screened porches,
beautiful lot near college Priced
A21C
Special: Reg. $249.95 living room reasonable. Phone 1183.
AUCTION SALE, Aug.- 24, it
suite, thig week only $149.95 with
2.30 p.m., Hazel, Ky. All new
choice of lamp or 9x12 rug. Reg.
merchandise, living room suite,
$189.95, this week only $99.95 COOLEVATOR Refrigerator. Has electric vacuum cleaner, steam
pleaty of storage space. Call Sam
we
chnice of lamp or rug.
1.t.sols paiqt, hardware, rugs, cookPa -all Discount HoUse, flare), Tralaftale4r., 23W .*211:21141isw.*,
ing ware, silverware, small appjnA24C
Ky.
A21P befor* 7:09
pliances and power hand saw.
Paschall's Discount House, Hazel,
Ky.
A21P
4 OR 5 ROOM OIL heater, in
AUTOMATIC WASHER. Needs
very little repair. Will sell cheap. good condition. Thermostat con- SINGER Sewing Machine representativt in Murray. For sales,
Call 457.
A21C trol. See at 507 Olive St.
A21C
service and repair, contact Mr.
A. M. Dugan, N. 16th Ext. Phone
2250-J.
TIC
AOSNef to Yesterday's Sussie
I have moved my watch repair
tir
ACROSS
47- Pr.posi t ion
WEIQUA ;1UFJULIO
shop to Murray Jewelry Store
43-Monstrous
1-Matebod
(archaic)
next door to the Peoples Bank.
46-Slender
JU
I will appreciate your business.
11-Frignment
46-Beast of
rJr17, 7!Aq".1 VAUFI
.3- enservants
burden
Clifton Paschall.
Aug26C
14- seamen
4PJ1J
43-Look pryingly
AMU
11-IgaseelMs
60-Compass point
JJCI
et-Vegetable
SEWING
61-River In Africa
Machine Service and
AMC]
la-Sever
63-Plerc•
Repair. Leon Hall, one mile on
40-ruff off
qa NU
6,5-Symbol for
ROMA;
ft-Resort
Lynn Grove Hwy. Ph. 934-J.
tellurium
Ui.]r
iiriri UNIT7i
34-Above and
64-Proverbs
MUM3 OWN F.7.1474
A22C
touching
69-Wild ass of
MU
ft-Sedate
2CiNTAKI1
Asia
11-Black
411-PrombasorT
MPUWID000M10
note (abbr.)
42-Part of
30a100 2311111311
-Lawful
fortification
1-Bent
4-A continent
II-Seettisb clap
DOWN
4-Mild expletive
, 26-Portico
LARGE 3 ROOM furnished apt.
6
-Deletes
34-Lfrnber
1-Period of time
6-Avenue (abbr.) .
Electrically equipped. Ph. 512-W.
34-Facial
3-Indefinite
7-Parent
1006 W. Main.
112 primulas
(eolloq.)
A21P
article
3-Priest's
vestment
2. s r
7 Sew
9-Observes
10-Siberian plain
2 ROOM Furnished private down
11-Restricted
13-Remain erect
Stairs apartment. Mile from Five
w
yu
16-Newts
is
Points. Mayfield Road. Ph. 1625.
19-Roman
/ 4
garments
is
1.
q
.,io
n-4
A21P
21-DInes
12-Disordere
Is
15 ,
7".:26
17 •:;,/./ 2.4
IS-Out of dat•
3 ROOMS furnished light and
27-condemns
30-King of beasts
water $25 month. 414 South 8th.
(pi.)
,
32-Buckets
Mrs. J. B. Tucker.
A23C
34 pS
34-King of Judah •,
34-Climbing
plant
it.37w
...
i 37-Interior
3S-God of love
Male Help Wanted
.2.
y43
•• :::
/4,!45
.
40-Heed
41-Mohammedan
44 prince (var.)
46
47 X.:4*
W"74.50
€ngin.
EXPERIENCED Body Man. Must
47-Thick stice
ST ,
..1
,....04:3
4-,
,
i
7/44S ,
be good. Call 9132. McKeel's
49-Sheet of glass
62-The self
Service Station a: i 3oo)
56 .
A24C
67-Printer's
WI
la
measure
ft-Suffix forming
diminutives
American Indians are credited
NM a•••••••••• Omen.Sen.
SO-A state (abbr.)
with the invention of the lasso.
_
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A 600D USED baby play pal
Mrs. Shannon Ellis. Call 21924.
A20C
WOOLENS, cashmere and wool
blends $2..79%.1111."5, Dan Rive-,
ginghams;--assorted -patterns • only
40e yd. Bates Discaplined prints
98e yd. Dacron and cotton 88e
yd. Our i regular prices are salelike. Greenfield Fabrics, Hwy. 94
East. Phone 976-J-I.
A22C
GOOD USED gas range, 6 oak
back dining room chairs, 2 piece
living room suite, G.E. electric
refrigerator and a few other odd
pieces. Call 147 or see at 313 N.
5th Street.
A22C

BARGAINS in good used electric
ranges, refrigerators, bedroom
suites, bunk beds, odd beds and
springs, dinette sets, living room
suites, odd tables and chairs.
Salmon & Ray Furniture and
Appliance. phone 1824.
ITC

Female Help Wanted
j

COMPETENT, Experienced woman for local office. Must have
experience in using shorthand.
Permanent full time position in
a growing business. Call Mal
Ryan, 796-J or write P.O. 182,
Murray.
A22C
MAID FOR one or two days a
week to iron and clean. Phone
796-M.
A22C
OFFICE Secretary wanted. If
you have college training, are
over age 25, have several years
°Hite experience and want a
good office job in Murray, $150
per month with advancements,
send your name, address and
phone number to Office Manager,
P.O. Box 182, Murray. We will
hire this week.
A22C
DIES

NANTES, France
- Miss
Anne Mane Medelec, believed to
be France's oldest citizen, died
Friday at the ige of 107

something
"No, no! We don't know anytrying to find
CHAPTER 22
She only has
1. ii
ACK I.. BANNIN,: I went to about the history of the neigh. thing
the house where Drury Wells borhood and the background of something. It is nothing she
had been living and looked over the people who lived next door.- should tell"
-That," I said, "is exactly the
"Why?" he asked.
the neighborhood.
smiled "Oh, I don't know thing I'm after."
°The house on the ease was vawhy. We have a client who wants
I turned back to Mrs. Boswell
cant and had a "For Sale" sign
information, that's all. I as- -Tell me about the fight they had
out in front- The one on the the
in connection with the and the thing that led up to her
west was inhabited. I rang the sume It's
big-boned, heavy-set property the people next door leaving the house."
0beI1. A
informaShe exchanged glances with
woman in her fifties came lum- Inherited. All I want is
tion."
her husband.
bering to the door.
"Otherwise," I said firmly, -1
"We don't talk about neigh1 gave her my best smile. "My
will have to report that you are
name is Lam," I said. "I'm mak- bors," he said.
ing some inquiries about real esHe was a frightened little man, suppressing information, and you
tate. Do you know anything around five foot four with a gray, know that can be rather s-.riotis"
"Nobody has to talk if he
about the house that's for sale mousy appearance, a drooping.
two doors down the street?"
gray mustache, a bald head with doesn't want to." Oscar Boswell
e "i I know is it's for sale. a fringe of white hair around said. "Not in this country
"About some things, no About
Some people named Smith lived the ears. He was wearing readthere. A real estate agent has it ing glasses, which he had pulled some things, yes." I made a stab
eilisted. His telephone number is down on his nose so he could in the dark, pointed my finger
won the sign."
see me over the tops of the rims. it Mrs. Boswell and said. "You
"I know," 1 said. "but I thought
"Good heavens, Mr. Boswell!" thought there'd been a fight and
It might be difficult to get in I said, "I'm not interested in gos- she'd been hum didn't you"
Her husband started to say
touch with him on Sunday."
sip! I'm simply getting facts."
"I think you could catch him," I turned to Mrs. Bosrwell. "You something to her, and then
' she said. "Sunday's a good day knew about Mrs. Wells inheriting abruptly broke off.
"You'd better tell me about it,"
property 7"
for real estate."
1 said.
"Thank you," I said. -Now, "I read it In the paper."
"She doesn't know anything,"
ahmp the house right next door,
"tied yob been acquainted with
her husband Interposed nervous.
what do you know about that?" her before that?"
"They'd only Moved in a few ly. "Just she heard a fight, that's
'It's for rent, furnished."
Mt"
"I17 you kruyv the names of days before."
"At night," I said.
"You'd met her?"
*the people who lived there last?"
"At night, yes," he admitted.
"Not face to face. I'd seen
"Wells," she said.
"And
the next day Mrs. Wells
"Could 1 talk with you about her arqund ehe yard."
go over to pay a was gone?"
"You didr
them?"
"Well. so what? She went to
A man's voice from inside the neighborly call?"
-I was going to do it, but I visit relatives."
house called out, "Who Is it,
"How do oou know she went
Amanda?"
wanted to let her get settled
"
to visit relatives,
"Someone talking about prop- first."
"Der husband said so."
"Then this inheritance came to
erty," she called back.
"Who did he tell that to?"
I gave her my best smile and her before they got settled?"
"She went away before the in"He told it to me"
said, "May I have your name?"
"You asked where his wife
heritahee."
"Mrs. Oscar Boswell?'
"Where did she go?" I asked. was
I said, "I'd like to find out
"To Sacramento."
"No, no, not crude like that!
"something about Mr. and Mrs.
"Amanda!" Oscar lkiswell said I just hinted."
Wells, Mrs. Boswell." .
"Why?"
Her face was wooden. "ThelY firmly, and then stnibriMly broke
"Well, because Amends was
only lived there a short time. She into a flood of German. I could
follow enough of it 'to know he nervous, that's why."
Inherited some money."
"Sure, she was nervous," I
"Amanda!" the man's voice was telling her not to say anysaid. "You thought that he'd
thing else.
called out in sharp warning.
I smiled at her and seed, "Wen, hurt her, didn't you? Did you
"I'm coming," she said, and
started to swing the door shut now that's the information I'd hear the sound of a blow, Mrs.
I said, "Just a minute, Mrs. like to get, Mrs. Boswell. What Boswell?"
"NO, no," her husband said.
Boswell. I may as well tell you, about when she left?"
Again her husband broke into "Not the sound of a blow. Welt,
I'm a detective."
anyway, she can't swear to it."
German.
a , "Oh," she said.
"And thee," I said, -Wells
I turned to him and Said sternV I heard the sound of squeaky
Shoes and Oscar Boswell, who ly, "Before you tell your wife started up his ear and drove off,
was five years older, a head what not to say, you should didn't he?"
"Well, so what's wrong with
shorter, and fifty pounds lighter make certain that the person
than his wife, Caine down the she's talking with doesn't under- that?" Boswell asked. "A man's
stand German. Now then, you're got a right to go and come as
corridor.
"What's this about the police?" put yourself In a very question- he Wastes This is a free counable position. You're trying to try, ain't it?"
he asked.
"That depends," I told tem, "on
I gave him my best smile. suppress information."
I
"No, no, no," he said. "We're your definition of frecqom."
"How do yreu do, Mr. Bosv,•en.
My name is Lam, Donald Lam." not suppressing anything. We
Site hod her .Mitenge all
I extended my hand ,an pushed just want to keep out of it."
hands
I fixed my eyes on him and packed. Ile said no. She said
past Mrs. Boswell to sha
with him. That got me inside repeated, "You're suppres5:ing in- yes. Then there wag a funny
learn. as
the house. I talked fast. "I'm formation. You're trying to get kind of light. Donald
,not a police detective, Mr. Bos- your wife to suppress informa- "You Can Bin Laughing" continues here tomorrow.
well, I'm a private detective. I'm tion."
..
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OPEN 6:30 - START DUSK

Two Shows Nitelyl
TONITE ONLY IS

CADILLAC and
OLDS NITE
Drivers of Cadillacs and
Oldsmobile* will be admated
FREE
TO SCE

*47

WILLIAM RITZI, deputy district
attorney in Loa Angeles, pauses
for a drink of Water while reading Confidential to jurors in an
attempt to prove the magazine
scandalous,
l letematiotse!)

WASHINGTON fit - Industrial
diamond importers have complained to Congress they are 111M11111111111111.1111•11MINEMINIIIIIIIIIII
stuck with 25 million dollars
worth of surplus industrial diamonds. They said the government
halted buying the stones for its
reserve stockpile without warning
them.

RESTAURANT in Murray, making good money. For information
call 1724.
A21C
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24, 1957 at the Mureliy Hospital.
,Zspecially do we thank Drs.
Butterworth and Whayne, hoerptlel Administration, Mr. Harvey,
the nurses, office girls, janitor,
hospital attendants, the blood
doners, New Providence Church
of Christ, Melvin Grogan, and
all who contributed to our expenses, the neighbors, friends
and relatives for the time and
help at hospital and home.
And When the end Came again
especial thanks to the Max H.
Churchill Funeral Home for their
efficient services, to Bros. Brinn,
Hargis and Gould, for their comforting words, Dalton Vaughn
and singers for the good singing,
the pallbearers, the beautiful
Metal oftertass -trigs
friends and relatixes,. in_ 'all -wha
gave food and to each and every
one for their words of sympathy
and to those who contributed in
any way in our loss. May God
bless all and may we in some
way repay you.
The Tom Linville Family
STUCK WITH DIAMONDS

1950 CHEVROLET, 4-door Deluxe, 2 tone, power glide, original
Murray car. Reasonable. Greene
Wilson. Phone 281.
A22nc
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CARD OF- THANKS

Se per word fee one day. Wallowa of 17 words for 50e

* v.44- 11/

•

MARSHALL MILLER, ousted Hew
York legislature labor consultant, denies before the Senate
labor rackets hearing in Washington that be conspired with
employers and union chiefs to
keep Puerto Ricans in -slavery' at substandard wages to
Hew York. Re also denied at.
tempting to extort money from'
Michigan furniture alariU/110.
torero as the price or /abaft
(international)
peace.

EARLY C of C

WED. - THURS.
See this true story of
a chilling espionage
plot.
"I
He never lived, yet he
•,•qS
• changed world
eedi
history ...
MEN INN
• MO ,oned

CHICAGO API - The Chicago
Public Library plans to display
a letter written by one of America's -earliest boosters. The letter,
describing "rivers so good and
great that it is a marvel" and
"most lofty
mountains," was
written to his sovereigns 465
years ago by Christopher Columbus.

)

of
•Ttir2
inifp

THE
MAN

Ten Years Ago Today
Leciger &

WHO

Times File

NEVE

Roll-Around

Funeral services will be held tomorrow afternoon
at the Kirksey Baptist Church at two o'clock for Roy S.
Cobb, 34-year-old former resident of Calloway County
who drowned Saturday evening while swimming in Detroit, Mich.
A 10-day tent revival is being conducted by the Rev.
M. M. Hampton three miles south of Lynn Grove near
the home of Sylvester Paschall and Galen West on the
main road.
Gordon Clapp, chairman of the Tennessee Valley
Authority, will meet with Muray power board officials
and other Murrayans at a dinner meeting tonight at 7
o'clock at the National Hotel.
Mr. and Mrs. Ryan Graham and Jerry have returned
home after spending the past week visiting points of interest in Kentucky, Ohio and West Virginia.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Clark and children, Carol and
Rodney are visiting their parents. Mr. and Mrs. M. 0.
Clark and Mrs. Pearl Jones and other relatives.

ic

WAS

VACUUM CLEANER

Ulf Mh

01.04 A

WEBB • GRAHAME

with the amazing new
"DOUBLE-ACTION" Cleaning Una that removes stubborn dirt
• human swiwel-rop
• Storm assembled for
Midget me
• lees-terse Tiesw-ewey loge
ININIK110 To

CINENIA.ScoP.5..
COMING TUES. 27th

IN PERSON

4991

MR. "BLUE SUEDE SHOES"

CARL
PERKINS_

BILBREY'$

NANCY

by Ernie Bushmiller

A HOT CHOCOLATE,
PLEASE

WHAT I
NEED IS AN
ICE-COLD
SODA

.S0

ABBIE

by Raeburn Van Buren

an' SLATS

ONE HUNDRED
PERCENT.' NOBODY
KNOWS WHY IT'S
CALLED THAT,SINCE
NO SELF-RESPECTING
HORSE WOULD dE
FOUND DEAD IN
THIS DIVE

TWO COFFEE AND
SOME BANDAGES,
MADAME -MY POOR
RIBSIL NEVER
BE THE SAME,'

NEVER- WHILE
AN BILLEE:- YOU
THE LOVE BUG
'AVE NOT
DESERTED Jj4GNAWS Al MY
RESPONSIVE HEART,
teE.'
MADAME LE
GR ANDE

BUT THE COFFEE IS
DIGESTIBLE AND THE
CREDIT SOMEWHAT ELASTIC..
MADAME LE GRANDE -LIKES
VAr EES, IT SEEMS .?

by Al Capp

LIL' ABNER
AH'M
SO
IORE
SH
YCJ
AM
6
.\(
'M MARRIED
YOUNG
I,
TO A PHONY,
FOLKS
BROKEN-DOWN, M`I
WISH TO
OLD WRECK!!- DEAR.
04C/C1-1E” ESE ALONE.,..
CACKLE!!
/
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ON HIS
WAY TO
SLOBBOVIA!!
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WHAR'S
Li'L
APALR,
MAMMY?

Vi
AR WERE
ALL

Al-I'M STILL A
BACHELOR,
MAMMY -BUT,
AH'LL BE GLAD
T' HELP OUT
PAPPY.

RIDE
A4,
‘
10.
70,43,e-

i

DAY

HOWEFUYORE
HONEYMOON,HUH,
TINY?-HOPE THIS
HARNESS FITS YORE
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Sale Of
- Swim Pools
Mushroom

BACK TO PAPA FOR BRIDE, 13

TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY

TUESDAY — AUGUST 20, 1957
forum before which to trot out
'his theories about "sacking" the
high command on both sides of
These two fellows have been the battle.
The storm that kicked up
kidded a lot about this and
Hagerty pleads, "Please keep me after the President's battlefield
out of it."

Backstairs At The Whitehouse

Onl) 14 reporters were at the
By MERRIMAN SMITH
, White House when Press SecreUnited Press White House Writer tary Jim Hagerty informed them

tour with British Marshal Hernard Montgomery early this year
is still in the air and the November conference could stir it up
all over again - if Eisenhower
wants to take on the experts.

WASHINGTON API -Backstairs Eisentmwer was waiting to
talk
at the White House:
with !hem in his office. This
When and if President Eisen- was when Eisenhower decided
It is difficult to tell io advance
hower gets away to Newport, to make his dramatic appeal for
By ROBERT SHORTAL
R. I., for a vacation, it will be his flagging foreign aid program, how the public will react to
news coverage of the President
United Press Staff C•,rrespondent
about the most widely covered
As soon as the news hit the or a member
of his family.
/%1AFW YORK 7 — "Anyone
trip of his administration. So press association wires, there
were
For instance, when he was
who can afford a car can afford
far. 127 reporters, photographers some sudden arrivals at
the
in the hospital for a heart attack
a swimming pool."
and radio-television technicians White House gates of
newsmen back in 1955 at Denver. there
- This is a keynote of the sales
have applied to the White House who normally do not hit
th4Mwas a seeming insetiable public
carr,Paign that has made the
fon credentials to cover the 'Va- executive offices every afternoon
appetite for news of his condiswimming pool a familiar sight
cation headquarters! of the Eisen- until 4 p.m.
lion. Hut the. pubbc boNed 'toyer
u.4 baiwers.booty arils the past
+*'
•.
)T
,
--atelno-nne'itonic'twist: with iqcOgnationowhen -one aLOU_
fiewo-years,.
Two'OFthe then iiiho have argued medical bulletins
was quite acSales have been mushrooming
And speaking of nows coverage longest and loudest tor afternoon
curate in describing the Presiand are expected to Make a half
of the Chief Executive, nothing rather than the morning
news
"billion dollar splash on the retail
has stirred up quite as much conferences the President prefers dent's body functions.
Thousands of letter 'writers
scene ip J957. Some industry
dust in reporting circles in the -well, they didn't make it
Mr blamed the newspapers,
leaders took for_ volume of a
past few years as the President's one of the UN- afternoon
con- actually the announcement ww
billion dollars by the early 1960's.
sudden, unannounced press con- ferences held by Eisenhowe
r since made by one of the President's
Americans are buying. swimference last week.
he entered office..
doctors and through his White
ming pools .today the *Hoe way
House offices.
they buy cars and other MA
WITNESSES ARRESTED
A somewhat similar situation
FIVE DAY •FORECAST
ticket items - on the installment
MR. AND MRS. Carl Gehrke--he's IS, she's 13-are shown in
developed last week end in conplan.
SAN JUAN tlf1 - The DominiBy United Prose
Chicago before Judge Samuel B. Epstein ruled they were "floutnection with surgery undergone
Pools being offered for bac‘can Republic has arrested five ! Kentucky - Temperatures
ing the laws of Illinois by living together." He indicated he would
for by Mrs. Eisenhower at Walter
yard use by some 500 manumore members of the Jehovah's the five - day period,
order the bride returned to custody of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Tuesday Reed Army Hospital. A lot of
facturers range, in price from a
Witnesses religious sect, bringing through Saturday, will
Walter Kanzler. The Kanzlers started a custody battle after the
average Mail rolled into the White House
$3 plastic waning job for kids
to 50 the number being held two to three degrees below
(international Souncipeioto)
marriage in Mississippi In July.
nor- in a hurry, complaining bitterly
to a $50.000 or more customI at Salcedo Fortress in Viudad mal. Kentucky normat for
the about front - page display and
designed p
!Trujillo, Roy Brandt of Beatrice. period is 75. Little
sunk in the image
Photo Courtesy CoundIsam Nshosal Rashroys
change in broadcasting regarding her operaof a grand piano or a chihuahua
!Neb., a leader of the sect, said. temperatures Tuesday and
skyline of Montreal is changing those days as the Queen Inlzaboth
Wed- tion for a rather common female The
Hotel (left center) in the Place Ville Marie takes form, The now
Brandt, who was one of 10 nesday with a slow
dog
''Character
warming disorder.
$20,000,000 hotel, 21-stories high with 1,216 rooms, will open in the Spring
American missionaries deported trend Thursday through
Average Cost: 94.000
Saturof
1958. It will be the first hotel in the World to provide centralised
to Puerto Rico from the Domini- day. Rainfall will average
Industry spokesmen say the
electronic heating and air-conditioning control and individual dial teleoneItob•rt A. Ar•ns, M.D.
can Republic last week, said fourth inch or less with
average cost of permanent "builtA number of letter writers phone service from guest roonw. In bi-lingual Montreal, the
scattered
names
POISON IVY
the new prisoners included one afternoon showers about
public rooms in the "Queen Elizabeth" will reflect the romantic of
in" pools is around 84,000.
Thurs- complained the First Lady should 'of
French Canada; there will be the "Marquette," "Jolliet," "De histort
woman.
At the end of 1956. according p
be entitled to whatever degree
day.
Lkest.
Poison ivy has been the subject
_ "Les Voyageurs." "Le Bistro." "Le Rendezvous." "Le Grand Salon,"
of privacy she desired: —
of many bad jokes, though it is a
t`' "limning PE
"Salle
Bonaventur
'
e"
el
and
Aye
many
others.
maga2ine
NO PLACE LIKE HOME
FNS
_there were _ohotd 90.00Q opoo
It still is true, howeve#, theme
SIGN of THE TIMES .
dermatitis and no hght matter to
-VYNDHURST, N. 2. 411 -Edin the U. S. against 2,500 in 194g.
those allergic to it. Captain John
CHICAGO IIII - A truck driv- would be a much greater public
Smith described it upon his ar- ward Cizon wasn't worried when er here who - is wooed about outcry if any effort were made
More than half the pools have
By ALINE MOSBY
rival in America; the Indians had r! e dozen birds escaped from a motorists
been added in the past two
following too ciosely to hide an illness of the PresiUnited
Press Staff Correspondent their own troubles . with it, too. cage in his auto after an ac- behind
years alone.
him has painted a sign dent or MY member .of his
We don't even know the number cident.
The birds - homing on his rest" doors: "Don't-bug family.
The magazine estimated that
-flOUVWXib
When ; of poison ivy cases each year, for pigeons
- were waiting tor him me. I'm going steady."
by the end of 1957 the- nation mole studios want to Make
a physicians never see most of them. when he got
home.
will boast more than 135,000 '- multi-million dollar epic.
• The plant, rhus toxicodendron,
•
•
Thick, two screens, storm glasses,
often
There's a good bet the Presipools.
se
'NEW YORK Sr - Police and dent
- i the powerful man they turn to is a member of the sumac family,
complete installation.
will
want
to
as
are
share
in
poison
oak
AVA
the
(practicall
ESCAPES
y the
INJURY
Don Pruess. President of In- Ifor the money is - a quiet.
reporters rushed to a rooftop Civil
War
same
plant
I
Conference
and
poison
sumac.
scheduled
Its
MADRID
7 — Movie star on Riverside Drive when someternatioal
n Swimming
m
Pool Cain,, elderly character actor in their poisonous oil,
to be held on the campus of
reg.
urushiol. is present
Special!
a leamee -manufacturer
pools, movies.
in very minute quantities: eight Ava Gardner escaped unhurt one reported seeing a leaper. The Gettysburg (Pa.) College
Nov.
said sales this year have been
pounds of bark have been re- when her car collided with a rips and newshounds found Chris 17-19. Some
of the nation's top
Donald Crisp at 73 is - Holly - duced to yield two teaspoonsful taxi at an intersection. Both cars 'Gordon and Evelyn Baum, both
ren•oted in every state of the
authorities on the historic battle
!wood's senior citizen, completing of oil. But, for some, only minute were damaged severely, but no 211, both shapely, and
union
both sun- will.be on hand, thus providing
Concord Road
Phone 997
quantities from the bruised leaf one was reported injured.
-So great is the lure of patio his 381st picture. "Saddle t
bathing.
the President with an expert
beachcomine that swimming pools Wind." n6w at MGM and round - or stern are needed to raise the
characteristic rash, blisters, itchhave become our second fastest int/ out his 51st year as an ing. and swelling-amounts
small
growing industry. surnaesed only actor and director, a record un- enough to travel on particles
of
CONDITICANING-1EA4PERA•uRES MADE TO OIDER-AT NEW LOW COST GET A ManONSTRAT
.„; equalled by any other featured dust cr smoke.
by television." he added •
IONI
More
player.
than
half
25 Per Cent _Splits Ries t
of us are probably
allergic
to
poison
••Thi5 veer; sales are
ivy:
Sus--oto exceed 500 million dollars. ..But the Areteran Scotsman ho - ceptibility varies from person to
!person, but also with age and exanother
distinctic
M
seldom
known
representing a 25 per cent into fans who remember him in . posure. Children are more affectcrease over last year and a 8614 •
the
recent "Man From 1.vamic." ed than adults, and people who.
per cent hike over 1955." Prus
es back. to _How
as my have been exposed beyond some
Green
critical threshold, though immune
said.
Valley."
.
the
Lassie
pictures. before, may suddenly become senHe attributed the sharp in"Mutiny
sitive
on
the
The person who has never
Bounty" and
crease in swimming pools sales ,
had it takes from several days to
to such factors as the move to I The Birth of a Nation."
I weeks after exposure to
the suburbs, more leisure time.
break out, but those who have had
A Bank Executive
greater prosperity, and convenit
erupt
in only 24-48 hours.
Since 1907 the actor has been
ience.
Your family physician is the
an executive of the bank of
belt judge of treatment.. The derPools come in every size. thaw. America. That institution,
the
and price There is even a $1,000 largest bank in the country. matitis will run its course witlin
lot for the do-it-vow-saner. ') actually is the motion picture' two or three weeks, usually,
whether treated or nut. But treatIndustry ,pvikesmen pointed out Industry as it loan, the
millions ment will often make the sufferer'
that thanks to ample financing, of dollars that make the
more comfortab:e and, if started
pictrues
'backyard swarming pools no
For 23 years Crisp was chair- early enough, may effect a quick
longer are the hallmark of the man of the bank's film
advisory cure. Favorite remedies in the
•
rich.
'board. Now he is a member of past have been potassium permanganate or tannic acid as well as
"Theoe days farmers. School the executive board 'but
they the standby, calamine lotion. Anti-'
teacehrs. truck drivers. ,and ma- still ask my opinion on pictures
histamines taken or applied will
ehinists all are investing in their upofor'loans"
relieve itching. A recent effective
.
• .
own 'shoaling ; holes' '.one olfiz
-treatment contains zirconium excial said.
•
Crisp literally held the purse de, *TOO used on the akin; as a
strings in Hollywood., Many a preventive.
Injections to desensitise the,
Youll find that Chevy's the
It took 7 667 941 lbs of fresh studio turning out an_ epic gull patient against poison
ivy hgve
and frozen egeoables to WTI/e the curiously has to deal first with worked very well for many, bat
only
low-priced car with any
bluejackets at the world's largest 4this actor-banker who might be may not be worth the 'trouble
of them
Naval Training Center, Great receiving supporting billing in acainst mild reactions. Wei* was
the only car at any
done an the Army using massive
Lakes. Ill . during the past year. the picture.
•
price
with
all
of them!
Crisp fell into this unique doses of vitamin C before and
after exposure, which proved helpposition because he became a; ful. Poison sprays
which kill the
friend of the bank's founder. plant also offer a satisfying methBODY BY FISHER. Here you see
A P Gianinni in 1907 •
od of combat.
the
solid construction, ana close
"Since I knew something about
Funeral Home
fittings, the fine craftunanship
movies he asked me to look
Superior Ambulance
that the other low-priced cars
over scripts and give advice on
Service - Equipped
whether the bank should loan
can't quite seem to match.
with Oxygen
money for the picture. If I
— Friendly Service — thought the set-uo was good I
Me.
SHORTEST STROKE V8. This
311 N. 4th St. Ph. 98 woald sanction the deal and
one turns raw horsepower into
loan the money." he said.
pure pleasure with a super-efficient
(iontidued from Page One)
"Word got around whet I Was
design that's years ahead of other
doing and 'I lost a lot of friends. rule that a question was
perV8's in Chevrolet's field.
At first I was Iro,ked upon as tinent and sheuid be answered.
spy."
a sort of
McClellan did not say so. but
BALL-RACX STEERING,STAND'Director Choc* Important
his statement carried the clear
Often Criso turned down loans implication that the
ARD. As smooth-working as steel
committee
on pictures because of the ;otu- would press a contempt
balls bathed in oil! Extra-easy
charge
dio's choice' of director. Once , if it feels that Hoffa rejected
handling begins here!
producer Samuel Goldwyn chang- !a question which he should
have
WATCH Oili FOR COSTIV
ed directors on "Devil's island" answered. • TRIPLE .TURBINE TURII0TERMITE DAMAGE'
to suit Crisp the banker. UnGLIDE.' There's not even a hint
Committee counsel Robert F.
fortunately. the actor said with
of hesitation as triple turbines take
a sigh. Crisp then felt Crisp' Kennedy said-Hoffa would "testiyou smoothly from a standstill to
the actor should bow out of his fy some. but whether he's going
Call TERMINIX — World'. scheduled
to answer all questions I don't
role in the picture.
cruising speeds.
Largest Termite Control
"Other producers used •to -.Meg know." Kennedy indicated Huffs
Organization
me roles in the pictures I was will, be asked about a broad
A RIG ASSORTMENT OF
to piss on - and some offered range of activities in his first
All VV,D,-. ard Ser.,ce
SPECIAL FEATURES. Like
me new cars" he laughed. ''Or appearance before the rackets
Safety Plate glass 'all around;
they'd say 'Donald. why don't, itfooP•
crank-operated vent windows; OHIO VALLEY TERMINIX you direct this picture' But I
He declined to. filife whether
eitra-long outrigger rear springs;
; never took a bribe"
the Teamster official would,,,,,,
In decidirig on loans for movies asked about his allegerempt,
CORP.
the easier loading advantage of a
Crisp loans in favor of "a good to bribe a commiiee aide,
Ipw-level trunk ledge! Your ChevJohn
padi•car, Ky.
P.O. Box 114
otpry." He also thinlut a Cye Cheasty, to slip him files,
rolet dealer's the man to see.
Phone 3-2934 or ;•8696
good %cast is important. but Crisp and other ditta on the committee'
s
*Optional at extra cost
LDCOI Customers or
!the banker has.yet to turn down . activities.
Contact direct or for Fleferencl a loan on a picture because Crisp
Hoffa's testimony' was expected
of Performance of Wc..A call the actor wasn't in it.
to conclude the ;committee's 15The wealthy Crisp did not !day hearings on alleged; rackeMURRAY LUMBER CO. lean the 'ffioney to MGM for his ; teering. in New York unions.
Murray, Ky.
Phone 292 coirrent "Saddle the Wind," he Rut Kennedy sake! Hotta probably
I added
' will be asked to return for
more questioning "at a later
MORE PEOPLE
E CHIA
'ItTle."
THAN ANY OTHER CAR
This probably will be before
v•fulIY bolt and shows it-the new Chevrolet Be) Air Sport Sedan with Body by fisher.
• he Teamsters' ,convention late
mott month where /Jaffa is cur,. roly odds-on favorite to replace
icarrister President Dave Beck.
°ray franchised Cherrolet dealers AV41510"display thin famous
trademark
Beck decided not to seek re'election after charges about his
Phone 433
Corner at 4th & Main
!finances and dealings with business leaders' were aired by the
coriunitee and AFL-CIO.

MONTREAL'S CHANGING SKYLINE

•

Character
Actor Holds
Strin s

The Picture Of Healthal

iirse

SPECIAL — ONE WEEK ONLY
tikpliiihitlinninum Storm -1:14wfu
74"

$41.50
$37.50
.BUCY BUILDING SUPPLIES

Owning
a Chevy's
the only way
to have all these
fine things

Max H. Churchill
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